
Dear Giuliano,  
   
My comments in BLUE.  
   
Dear Scott,  
I have my opinion about this questions.  
But I think that we must wait the answer of Mr. Hiro. We (Giuliano, Lukas, Scott and other Presidium 
member) are completely out of WBC decisions. I have only understand this news because I have 
write yesterday directly to Jason.  
I am sorry than you about WBC 2013.  
   
I should be a helper for the event mostly as the section coordinator especially 
designing some manmade sections that in the case of Jason organize WBC in 
China . But this is not as BIU thing. It is my personal matter or the thing 
between just me and Jason. As BIU, I have been contacting to Jason for the 
agreement. That is all.  
What do you mean “out of discussion”?  
What we should discuss about?  
I do not get it.  
You can get the news if you ask to me or Jason or the other about WBC. 
Nothing is hidden. Just you left it till yesterday, isn’t it?  
   
I can suggest you only to find the force to continue also during next season and talk with your friends 
positively.  
   
I think it is a good answer.  
Is it Scott’s part to answer all questions about WBC in UK? He should say 
“please ask to our delegate”. Isn’t It? Then his delegate can ask to me if he 
needs. Beside, I have no mail from Scott until last week. Then I passed his mail 
to Jason. What is wrong with it?  
   
Technical problem ?  
Economical problem ?  
I think our President know the reason.  
   
I don’t know nothing like you.  
   
Giuliano  
   
I had no question from anybody about WBC in December.  
No order to start agreement thing for Catalonia & Czech from anybody.  
Don’t you remember what you wrote to me when I sent agreement to China? 
That is why I wrote you that you can forward agreement with Euro rounds. So I 
waited till the middle of December and I decided to contact to the countries for 
the agreement before too late.  
Radim was okay. But it took one month to get answer from Josep. That made 
delay of sending the agreement in the middle of January.  
I set the deadline but as I got the request from China & Catalonia, I extended it 
till 15/February.  
   



Discussion is not important now. Important is the answer from the host 
countries that to organize or not to organize.  
You or we can talk the reason later. But before anything, I should set our event 
calendar first.  
   
The last thing, why I have to explain the reasons if the organizer had to cancel 
the event? Is it the duty or job of the president? The event calendar is still the 
provisional, not official. It can be changed in case, it is normal. You can ask the 
reasons to the organizers for BIU site.  
   
   
Sincerely yours,  
Hiro  
 
 


